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ABSTRACT)

Passive-Aggressive is a series of six drawings and six paintings that focus on voyeurism 

and repressed male fantasies. It should also be seen as a kind of visual diary that records two 

years of struggle, trial and error in a post-graduate painting program. This paper analyzes the 

impetus of my work, explains my painting process, and attempts to translate into words a visual 

commentary on psycho-sexuality in post-modern/post-feminist culture.   
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INTRODUCTION/DESCRIPTION 

As a visual diary, my paintings speak of 

fantasies, fears and childhood memories. At the 

chronological center of my graduate work is a 

painting titled “Laura” (Fig. 1), which illustrates my 

first encounter with a nude female, and establishes 

what I feel to be the foundation of my MFA project. 

While I view my work as being built around this 

memory, I did not consciously construct my thesis as 

an elaboration of this particular experience. In fact, it 

wasn’t until the series was half-

way completed that I even 

began to consider the memory of “Laura” as the core instigator of what I 

was doing. The work that succeeded “Laura” focuses more on 

compositional arrangements than narrative or symbolic content, but is 

nonetheless anchored to the recurring themes of previous work, and 

should therefore be seen as the latter half of a unified series. 

Generally speaking, Passive-Aggressive centers on voyeurism as a 

dominant theme in a series of paintings that juxtaposes male fantasy with 

sexual anxiety. This flexible yet concise framework is the foundation on 

which I have been able to develop an expansive and diverse body of work 

inextricably linked to a single underlying concept. 

Figure'1 

Figure'2'
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METHODOLOGY)
I begin every painting with a series of idea-sketches that develop more or less “out of my 

head” (Fig. 3). Since I know beforehand that the painting will involve a female figure, I always 

have a starting point from which to develop the composition. Because my paintings focus on 

voyeurism, I often include some kind of doorway, and I frequently include a mirror as a vehicle 

for the act of voyeurism, or as a means by which the viewer is able to locate his or herself as a 

participant in the narrative. With these recurring elements almost preordained as constants in 

the thematic structure of my series, most of the heavy lifting is done for me. What remains is the 

task of organizing the space and compounding the narrative 

with relevant signifiers.  

My goal in developing an idea-sketch is to create a 

blueprint for the photo shoot that will inevitably follow. As a 

matter of practicality, I use photographic references to 

translate my theoretical sketches into plausible images. 

Although I would prefer to work directly from life, photography is a practical alternative to using 

live models. I do, however, feel it is important to execute at least a study from life because 

photographs tend to distort perspective and translate color differently than the human eye. 

Before I begin the large-scale, product-

version of my preliminary studies, I’ll cut and paste 

my reference materials on a computer and 

reconstruct the image to correspond to the original 

sketch (Fig. 4). I’ll then render from that a fully-

developed drawing in order to resolve issues that 

might become problematic in later stages (Fig. 5). 

Conveniently, the finished drawing also becomes a 

Figure'3'

Figure'4'
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work of art in and of itself, which then contributes to the totality of my series. 

I make sure to have all resources on hand—

concept sketches, photographs, color studies and a 

finished drawing—as I begin the process of 

transferring my image onto a larger canvas. I’ll begin 

by toning the surface with a neutral earth color—

usually Raw Umber or a combination of Burnt Sienna 

and French Ultramarine Blue. Once the paint is dry I’ll transfer the drawing using a grid, and 

then apply color in thin washes until the canvas is more or less covered. By quickly doing this in 

one sitting, I can establish a color key that will help maintain unity as I proceed to develop the 

painting in subsequent layers. 

I consider my painting technique 

to be an additive process because I 

progressively build up value and intensity 

from a dark sea of muted grays. I like to 

dab my colors onto the canvas rather 

than smear or rub them in, which helps 

me to create lively images that have 

energy and vigor without the scribbled 

look of an oil sketch. 

Once the painting is finished, I’ll let it dry for at least three months before applying a 

varnish. Because I usually build my canvases with thin stretcher bars, framing becomes a 

critical necessity to correct warping and to ensure that my paintings hold up as objects of art 

and not just well-painted surfaces. Since I mostly work in standard sizes, pre-made frames are 

Figure'5'

Figure'6'
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easy to find and cheap to buy. In the unlikely event that I compose an image with an irregular 

format, I’ll build a frame myself.  

One major component in my process that should not go unmentioned is the helpful 

advice I receive from others. My friends, mentors and advisors play a major role in every 

painting that I create, and I would be remiss in not acknowledging the thoughtful suggestions of 

those from whom I seek advice. I owe an immense debt of gratitude to Jeremy Lipking for 

saying little but teaching much, to DJ Hall for keeping me on target and insisting that my work 

have an emotional charge, and to Randall Cabe for always challenging me to reach beyond 

mere technical facility. As a student, I enjoy the luxury of having these instructors, mentors and 

advisors to guide me and help me create sophisticated and relevant works of art. This is indeed 

a privilege, and not one that I take for granted. 

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)
(
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DESCRIPTION)OF)WORKS)
Preface'

In writing my thesis, I was forced to 

prematurely state the intent of my work, which 

once stated was almost immediately discarded. 

I had no particular idea in mind when I started 

my graduate series; if fact, I was unaware that 

I’d begun a series at all until well after I’d 

completed the second painting.  

At the onset of my graduate studies I 

was working on a painting that had haunted me 

for almost a year before I began the program. 

“Final Thoughts” (Fig. 7) is a rather large-scale 

depiction of a suicide as seen through the eyes 

of the woman by whom the suicide was committed. The bombastic blood and gore that so 

defines this painting became the antithesis of the work that followed, but one element that 

carried over was the use of the mirror.  

Ever since I learned of Velasquez’s “Las Meniñas” (Fig. 8), I 

have been interested in how the use of mirrors in a painting could 

be used to include the viewer as a participant in the composition. In 

“Final Thoughts,” I framed the image of the dying woman with the 

beveled edge of an oval mirror to blur the line between a 2nd person 

and 1st person point of view, and to include the viewer as an integral 

part of the narrative. This made what at first appeared to be a view 

Figure'7 

Figure'8 
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seen from above, actually a view seen from below: the viewer would quickly realize that he or 

she was in the position of the figure looking up at a ceiling-mounted mirror. The idea was for the 

mirror to link the viewer’s vantage point with that of the dying woman. That the viewer is looking 

into a mirror at a woman who is looking directly back at the viewer means that the viewer is 

seeing through her eyes. This idea of forcing the viewer to identify with the figure and thereby 

locate him or herself within the composition is what led me to create “Fetish,” which became the 

starting point of my six-painting, six-drawing series. 

“Fetish” 

The underlying concept of “Fetish” (Fig. 9) is childhood 

voyeurism. In planning this composition, I chose to depict the 

model from a vantage point somewhat near to the ground so 

that the viewer would feel as if he or she were witnessing the 

scene through the eyes of an innocent child. My hope was to 

evoke memories in the viewer of the moment in which the 

process of demystifying the female body first began. Borrowing 

from “Final Thoughts,” I decided to use a large swivel-mounted 

mirror in the background together with a narrow, vertical format 

to bring a participatory function to the viewer. The mirror 

reflects not only a portion of the woman’s body, but also reveals 

the doorway through which we see her. The narrow, vertical 

format crops the figure and echoes the shape of the doorway, 

which reinforces the furtive nature of the viewer’s gaze. 

Working within the confines of such a restricted format, 

however, lends itself to a number of hurdles in designing a 

Figure'9!
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composition that holds up to the scrutiny of academic standards. For this reason, I believe that 

the greatest success of “Fetish” resides in the many compositional hazards that were narrowly 

avoided throughout. 

The greatest challenge was cropping the figure in a way 

that was unpredictable yet devoid of any tangents. The ankle, for 

example, is cropped at the lower left corner of the canvas which 

runs the risk of leading the eye abruptly off the page. By reducing 

the intensity of the light on her calf, however, I was able to down-

play this tangent while highlighting the intricately rendered 

structure behind it (Fig. 10). The base of the swivel mirror in the 

background distracts the viewer and leads the eye back into 

space diverting the viewer’s attention from the tangential cropping 

of the figure’s leg. 

Cropping so close to the figure’s hand and shoulder proved 

challenging as well. Because her hand was likely to become a point of 

interest in the painting, I needed to make sure that there were no 

tangents near the edge of the canvas that would distract from the hand 

itself. Had I cropped in any tighter, the part of the figure’s arm below her 

hand would have become indiscernible, and could have been possibly 

confused for a breast. Had I cropped any wider, a sliver of the figure’s 

ear would have shown up and become tangential in and of itself. The 

point at which I decided to crop the figure seemed to be the best option 

available, and the resulting negative shape between the left edge of the 

canvas and the anterior contour of the figure conveniently formed a 

Figure'10 

Figure'11 
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curve that complimented others within the composition.  

Although I didn’t know it at the time, “Fetish” was to become the first painting of my MFA 

series. The theme of voyeurism and the use of mirrors had garnered enough interest in me to 

follow up with “Sarah’s Room” (Fig. 12), which would become the second painting in my 

developing body of work. 

“Sarah’s*Room”'

“Sarah’s Room” (named after the 

model who posed for it) was initially 

inspired by a previous study I had painted 

of a still life on a vanity table (Fig. 13), 

which consequently laid the groundwork for 

a similar composition involving the figure. In 

keeping with the theme of voyeurism, 

“Sarah’s Room” relies on similar devices to 

those found in “Fetish”: the mirror being 

one, the lowered vantage point another. In 

“Fetish,” however, the mirror is the avenue 

by which we, the viewers, are able to locate 

ourselves as participants in the narrative, 

while the purpose of the mirror in “Sarah’s Room” is primarily to provide the viewer with an 

indirect and furtive glance at the figure. The viewer is allowed a sense of participation in that the 

lowered vantage point suggests a child’s-eye view. The vanity table, still life, and mirror are 

cropped tightly by a narrow cone of vision simulating the view that one might experience if he or 

she were peeking through a restricted opening in a wall, door or window. Though the figure in 

Figure'12 
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the mirror is unaware of our presence, she is nonetheless in a 

position that does not remove the unnerving possibility that she may, 

at any moment, glance in our direction. 

The forbidden nature of the moment is obvious. The bed and 

vanity table signify bedroom, while the woman, unaware of the 

viewer’s presence, engages in an activity that we can assume to be 

private. In the foreground is a still life with white roses and a deep blue 

vessel. These are vaginal symbols meant to reinforce the overall theme of the painting, which 

centers on femininity and the demystification of the female body through voyeurism. 

According to the laws of monocular vision, it is impossible for the frame of a mirror and 

the mirror’s reflection to maintain a simultaneously equal degree of focus. For this reason, the 

execution of “Sarah’s Room” involved a more liberal rendering of space in which objects in the 

foreground (the still life), and objects in the background (the figure) retained separate fields of 

depth within the same image. The challenge was to create a subtle hierarchy between two 

competing focal points (the roses and the figure) without so clearly defining one that it reduced 

the other to a blurry soup of color and value. The solution called for two types of mark making: 

one for the still life, and one for the figure. All objects in the foreground—the roses, the vessel, 

table and wall—were painted impressionistically, but under the traditional (Western) guidelines 

of spatial relationships that demand objects closest to the viewer be sharper in focus than 

objects that are farther away. Under these rules, the white roses would be in sharp focus, the 

blue vessel would be slightly softer, the frame of the mirror would be slightly softer than the 

vessel, and the woman in the reflection would be too soft to be recognized as a person. I 

applied these rules with all but one exception: the woman in the mirror. Instead of painting her 

as a fuzzy cloud of abstract mush, I painted her with hyper-clarity, even more so than the rose in 

Figure'13 
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the foreground which is obviously closer to the viewer than the woman’s reflection. The rose, 

the vessel and the mirror frame, still conform to the laws of atmospheric space, but our focus is 

placed first and foremost on the figure, which exists in a kind of spatial dimension separate from 

the rest of the image, almost as if a smaller painting has been pasted onto a larger one.  

If we isolate the rose closest to the right edge of 

the canvas (Fig. 14), we can see that the petals in front 

have slightly sharper edges than those behind them, but 

when we isolate the reflection of the woman in the mirror 

and the fuzzy edge of the mirror frame (Fig. 15), the rule 

is reversed: the frame is closer to the viewer than what is 

reflected in the mirror, but the reflection is nonetheless in 

sharper focus. The spatial dynamic governing “Sarah’s Room” would be impossible for a 

camera to reproduce—impossible even for the human eye for that matter, unless one eye 

focused on the rose while the other focused on the figure.  

The handling of space in “Sarah’s Room” was 

somewhat accidental. I began the painting in the summer of 

2008, but was forced to stop halfway through so that I could 

take a month-long trip to Europe. At the Royal Academy of 

Fine Art in London, I discovered the work of Vilhelm 

Hammershøi (Fig. 16), whose paintings of female sitters in 

quiet, interior spaces recall the delicately balanced 

compositions of Vermeer. What I admired most in his work 

was the silence and modesty with which they were executed. 

His brushwork, in particular, struck me as something I wanted 

Figure'14 

Figure'15'
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to adopt in my own work, so when I returned to the United States, I 

resumed production of “Sarah’s Room” but with a kind of mark-

making that echoed that of Vilhelm Hammershøi. The woman in the 

mirror of “Sarah’s Room” was painted prior to my tour of Europe, 

and the remainder was completed afterward, so it is clearly visible 

when and where the change took place. The marks used to paint 

the woman in the mirror, which are more descriptive and focused, 

are clearly different than those used to paint the still life in the 

foreground, which are more suggestive and impressionistic. As a consequence, two separate 

“worlds” emerged within the same image.  

“Peach”'
Following the completion of “Sarah’s Room,” I painted “Peach” (Fig. 17) with the goal of 

putting a more perversely sexual twist on Vilhelm Hammershøi’s relatively passive 

Figure'16)

Figure'17'
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compositions. I extracted the crown molding from his interior spaces and included a young 

female nude in place of his wife, who he typically painted wearing a conservative black dress. 

The facial expression of the young woman in “Peach” was meant to be that of surprise, but 

unintentionally conveys seduction rather than shock. The narrative, in my mind, tells the story of 

a young adolescent girl looking at herself in the mirror when she suddenly notices the viewer’s 

perverted gaze. The way she has her panties pulled down around her legs, however, and the 

kind of contrappasto pose she holds feels staged, and therefore inviting rather than forbidding.  

The handling of light and color in “Peach” was meant to create a memory-like image. 

Mimicking the visual strategies used in film, I tried to reproduce (with subtlety) the glowing, 

bleached-out effect of an overexposed photograph. The edges are soft and the colors muted to 

communicate an aged look, in the same way filmmakers use hazy, muted colors and high-key 

values to create a retrospective ambiance in flashback scenes.  

With “Peach,” I was nearing the replication of a particular memory I had as a child which 

would manifest more accurately in the painting that followed, “Laura.” For this painting, however, 

it was enough to justify the figure as an archetype for the first girl I had seen in the light of 

sexual awareness. The vantage point in “Peach” is elevated, however, so it would be best to 

describe it as a childhood memory revisited as an adult, or rather, as an adult’s dream about a 

childhood memory. 

My original intent was to combine Hammershøi’s quiet interior spaces with Balthus’ 

perverse interest in germinating, adolescent females. The model in this painting was specifically 

chosen for her youthful appearance, which I felt would play well to the Balthus-esque facet of 

the narrative. The plate of peaches on the table to the far right of the composition refers to the 

female’s pubic hair, or rather her lack thereof (think “peach-fuzz”). To make the model look even 

younger, I used an elevated vantage point so that the model was being looked down upon. In so 
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doing, I reversed the strategy I used in previous paintings of lowering the vantage point to make 

the viewer feel younger, and replaced it with a vantage point of someone taller, and presumably 

older. As was the case in “Fetish,” I used a mirror for the purpose of including the viewer as a 

participant in the narrative, which is compounded by the eye-contact the viewer has with the 

figure. 

To me, the empty room that the young woman in “Peach” occupies is a metaphor for the 

perverse male mind—a lonely, secretive world of repressed instincts in which she is held 

captive. To evoke an exaggerated sense of self-consciousness in the viewer, the young female 

confrontationally returns the gaze to create an awkward exchange of looks. The in-your-face 

approach I took in designing this image was meant to make the viewer feel uncomfortable and, 

hopefully, question his or her culturally-induced inhibitions. The danger in this, of course, is that 

the viewer will draw assumptions about me as a person rather than question assumptions he or 

she might have of himself or herself.  

In explaining “Peach” to my peers, I would frequently recall a memory from childhood 

that seemed to have a place in the genetic coding of my MFA series. I consequently decided to 

illustrate that memory as an addition to what was 

quickly becoming a substantial, unified body of work.  

The result was “Laura,” the conceptual centerpiece of 

my MFA series.  

“Laura” 
  “Laura” depicts a young, nude woman at a very 

specific moment in which she glances over her 

shoulder to cast her eyes onto the viewer. She is 

walking away from us, as we view her through the 

Figure'18'
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opened doorway of a darkened room. Inside the room is a table, upon which lies a still life 

consisting of a baseball, bat and mitt. The painting is an illustration of a memory, so it does not 

reflect the actual event objectively, but rather recasts the story with artistic license. 

The title “Laura” refers to the older sister of one of my friends in kindergarten, who is 

represented by the central figure in the painting. The painting illustrates an experience I had as 

a child when I spent the night at my friend’s house and I woke up early in the morning to use the 

restroom. As I opened my friend’s bedroom door, I was confronted by the ghostly image of his 

12-year-old sister walking naked down the hallway. She had her back to me, when all of a 

sudden she looked over her shoulder to glance in my direction. Without much hesitation, she 

continued on her way while I was left paralyzed by the sight of something I had never seen 

before. Although I was too young at the time to sexualize the image of her body, the memory of 

seeing her in such an unusual circumstance planted the seeds of curiosity and fear that have 

shaped my concept of sexuality and by extension, the impetus of my MFA series.  

Like “Peach,” the central figure in “Laura” is depicted from an elevated vantage point, in 

part to give her a youthful appearance, but also to portray the memory from a unique point of 

view. Although Laura was older and much taller than I was, I decided to capitalize on the 

opportunity to revisit the memory from an adult’s perspective. In so doing, I created an image 

that was problematic and perverse in a way that it would not have been had I depicted the 

scene from a child’s-eye-view. From such a towering vantage point, the nude figure looks young 

and vulnerable. Her gaze is incriminating and retracted, as she conceals from the viewer what 

nudity she can. The doorway assigns a furtive nature to the image, but this “secretive” gaze is 

compromised by the figure’s acknowledgement of the viewer. The doorway makes the scene 

voyeuristic, but because of her eye-contact with the viewer, the privilege of “invisible spectator” 

is completely obliterated. The doorknob, being so close to a bodily orifice, creates a sexual 

tension that threatens to overcome the repressive imperative that the elevated vantage point 
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demands—that is, the sense of guilt and responsibility that comes with our elevated position of 

superiority. 

My memory of Laura’s nudity was experienced from within her brother’s room, which 

compelled me to include the still life in the foreground as a symbol of masculinity. Although I 

don’t specifically remember a baseball, bat and mitt as being part of that experience, I exercised 

artistic license in appropriating them as a set of signifiers meant to contextualize the viewer’s 

gaze. 

“Black*Satin”'
After finishing “Laura,” I temporarily 

lost a sense of direction for my series. 

Having touched on what I felt was the core 

motive of my work, I found it almost 

impossible to proceed in a linear fashion. 

Because I had inadvertently begun a series 

of paintings with no understanding of its 

impetus, the work leading up to “Laura” 

became a mission to discover a point of 

origin. Having accomplished that, it seemed 

pointless to perpetuate an investigation into 

a solved mystery, and furthermore 

impossible to advance beyond (or even 

elaborate on) such a concrete expression of 

such a well-defined idea.  
Figure'19)
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As a consequence of what can best be described as “intellectual vertigo,” I decided to 

put aside narrative content and simply focus on composition. Relying on the influence of other 

artists, and by using themes consistent with my previous work—e.g. voyeurism, viewer 

participation, sexuality, etc.—I came up with a sketch that eventually developed into the fifth 

painting of my series, “Black Satin” (Fig. 19). 

At this point in my graduate studies, I was becoming more and more interested in 

rectilinear compositions. It was becoming clear to me how the psychological effect of diagonals 

in a composition differed from horizontals and verticals. Diagonals are somewhat disorienting. 

They are dynamic and seem to call attention to themselves. Verticals and horizontals, on the 

other hand, have a calming effect. They whisper while diagonals scream. As a realist painter 

studying figurative, representational, narrative art, my paintings have often been criticized as 

being “illustrative,” and not in a positive way. I have struggled with this for years, and was 

desperate to free myself from that label. In studying what is regarded as “fine art,” I have noticed 

that rectilinear compositions seem to be the preferred choice of most modern painters. 

Conversely, illustrators seem to rely on diagonals as a tool for making their compositions more 

exciting. Because of this, I wanted to minimize diagonals as much as possible and create an 

image dominated by vertical and horizontal shapes. Influenced by the work of Vilhelm 

Hammershøi, who used very little diagonals in composing his paintings, I created “Black Satin” 

with a patchwork of rectangular shapes interrupted only by the diagonals of an opened door and 

the curves of an anonymous female figure.  

“Black Satin” is less illustrative than my previous work, not only because of its rectilinear 

shapes, but also because of the ambiguity of its narrative. The figure is doing something, but it 

is unclear what, or why. We can see that she is walking into some sort of room, but there is 

almost no indication of what kind of room it is, or why she is entering it.  
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Like much of the previous work in my MFA series, “Black Satin” was 

inspired by the work of two artists who were very influential to me: Vilhelm 

Hammershøi (as mentioned earlier) and my mentor, Jeremy Lipking. The 

woman—her negligee and her pose—comes from Lipking (Fig. 20), while 

the architecture of the space around her, as well as my approach to 

composition and mark-making, comes from Hammershøi (Fig 21). From the 

beginning, I never had a plan for what this painting was going to be “about,” 

but in retrospect, I would say it’s mostly about light. The theme of voyeurism 

is still present, but I think the dominant quality of the painting is how the soft gradations of light 

move across the image from one side to the other. Looking to Hammershøi, I invented the 

shadow in the upper-left corner of the wall to make the light appear as if it were coming from an 

opened window. The hardwood floor was actually made of concrete in my reference photos, but 

I looked at the floors in Hammershøi’s paintings to convincing transform the surface into wood.  

Unfortunately, the tactile quality to the negligee competes with light and design as 

subject matter. My mentor during the first year of my graduate studies, Jeremy Lipking, is well 

known for his paintings of beautiful, idyllic women, often depicted with fishnet stalkings or 

transparent negligee. The sensuality of his work spilled over 

into “Black Satin,” consequently undermining the singularity of 

a dominant theme. The reason I included the negligee in the 

first place was because of its transparency. I enjoy painting a 

variety of surfaces and textures, and the transparent negligee 

gave me an opportunity to do just that. But because so much of 

the painting is about composition and light, the negligee as a 

Figure'20 

Figure'21 
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sexual signifier is distracting—so much in fact that I was forced to title the piece “Black Satin.” 

An outside viewer would never question the negligee, but as the painting’s creator, I am privy to 

the knowledge of my original intent. The negligee is not problematic in and of itself, but it is 

bothersome to me that it complicates the image. In future work I intend to simplify the 

conceptual focus of my paintings to a single idea, rather than a combination of multiples. 

“Catnip”*
( To end my series on a strong 

note, I set out to create a composition 

that would tie together the themes of 

Passive-Aggressive on a much larger 

scale. “Catnip” (Fig. 22) measures 48” x 

60,” and was methodically developed 

from a number of comp-sketches that 

concentrated on depth of field and 

organization of space. Like its 

predecessor “Black Satin,” “Catnip” 

places more emphasis on composition 

than symbolic meaning or narrative 

content. It goes even further by 

marginalizing the scale of the figure within the context of the space around her and by altering 

the figure-ground relationship so that she is merely a supplement to a much larger and 

complicated image.  

As a way of further tying the series together, I abstracted disparate images and ideas 

from various artists influential to my graduate work and integrated them into a carefully 

orchestrated painting. The influence of my first mentor, Jeremy Lipking, is evidenced by my 

Figure'22!
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choice of subject matter—the female nude—and the cool palette I used as a staple of uniformity 

throughout the entire series. Vilhelm Hammershøi’s presence can be seen in the rectilinear 

design of the composition and, more explicitly, by the inclusion of the woman we see in the 

mirror, whose image was taken directly from his 1904 painting, “Interior. Young Woman seen 

from Behind.” An ode to Balthus can also be found in the image, as the cat on the chair 

references the symbolic representation of himself that he included in many of his paintings. 

Finally, Georgia O’Keefe is referenced by the painting in the upper right corner of the 

composition as a way of reinforcing the symbolic meaning of the flower near the cat’s mouth, 

which was meant to represent female genitalia.  

The inclusion of the cat was actually an afterthought to my 

initial planning. My intention at the beginning was simply to have a 

woman changing in the background while another woman was 

seen in the reflection of a mirror lustfully gazing in her direction. All 

lines of perspective would lead to the mirror, making our vantage 

point coincide with her point of view. Since every painting in my 

series had thus far assumed a male point of view (if for no other reason than that they were 

painted by a male artist), I decided to make “Catnip” an image seen from the eyes of a woman. 

As I was planning the composition, however, an obligation arose 

to include a symbolic still life as partial fulfillment of a required 

class. I played around with a few props until I found a taxidermy 

cat, which would later participate in the final version of the 

painting.  

When I found the cat, it reminded me of Balthus, who 

often included in his paintings a cat licking milk from a dish next 

Figure'23 

Figure'24'
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to an eroticized adolescent girl (Fig. 24). The cat in my painting, however, would be eating a 

flower, so that the image-word association (cat! pussy, flower! vagina) would support a 

homosexual narrative in which the woman in the mirror lusts over the woman changing in the 

other room. In other words, the sentence “cat eats flower” translates to “pussy eats vagina.”  

The original narrative would undergo a significant shift, 

however, when I decided late in the process to improvise by altering the 

reflection in the mirror from that of a woman’s face, to, instead, the 

back of her head. When I decided to use a woman from one of 

Hammershøi’s paintings as the image to be reflected, what was 

originally intended to be a female voyeur became instead a reference 

to Vilhelm Hammershøi (Fig. 24/25). This rendered the intended 

meaning of the cat obsolete since the theme of lesbian voyeurism had, 

in effect, been obstructed if not entirely removed. In the absence of any 

symbolic function, the viewer is granted license to speculate about the 

cat’s meaning. I therefore decided to title the painting “Catnip” to imply 

that the kitten plays some critical role in the narrative and thereby 

encourage the viewer to construct a meaning of his or her own. 

Georgia O’Keefe actually played no part in the shaping of my MFA series. My decision to 

have her “Black Cross” painting (Fig. 26/27) hang above the woman in the background was 

meant only to verify that the flower near the cat’s mouth was intended to be a vaginal symbol. In 

order not to beat the viewer over the head with such reinforced symbolism, I chose a less typical 

O’Keefe painting in hopes that the presence of even her most obscure work would be enough to 

reference the paintings of vaginal flowers for which she is most famous. The presence of this 

painting would confirm the viewer’s suspicion that the flower is representative of the vagina, and 

would reinforce the theme of homosexual voyeurism implied by my original plan to have a 

Figure'24/25 
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woman’s face reflected in the mirror as she gazed lustfully at the 

disrobing woman on the other side of the door.  

I decided to use O’Keefe’s “Black Cross” as a second-hand 

reference to her flower paintings because its vertical and horizontal 

shapes complimented the rectilinear composition of my painting. This 

came with consequences, however, as the crucifix—a sign for 

death—came to distort my original thematic intent (homosexual 

voyeurism) to a degree far beyond my control. It was brought to my 

attention that the long-establish correlation between sex and death 

had became thematic in “Catnip” due to the proximity of O’Keefe’s 

“Black Cross” to the eroticized, half-naked woman in the doorway. 

Despite this unintended symbolism, I decided to keep the “Black 

Cross” because I found it interesting that my painting was taking on a 

life of its own due to the accidental byproduct of one minor 

adjustment. While most of my paintings start as vague ideas that 

solidify at later stages, the opposite was true for “Cat Nip.” In this 

case, I had a clear idea from the beginning that incrementally 

disintegrated over time, leaving in its wake a seemingly intentional 

narrative that simply did not exist. 

Aside from scale, what separates “Catnip” from other paintings in my series is the 

degree to which depth and atmospheric perspective is expanded. Unlike other paintings in the 

series, which depict the figure in shallow spaces, “Catnip” exploits variation of color, value and 

focus to create an image that transcends a flat design and becomes an expanse of 3-

dimensional space. What I wanted to do in this painting was push atmospheric perspective to 

the point at which the woman in the background felt as if she were a mile away from things in 

Figure'26/27 
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the foreground. The round table closest to the viewer has the sharpest edges and the darkest 

values, while the cat on the chair, which is slightly farther away, has softer edges and less 

contrast. The edges of the mirror frame behind the cat are slightly softer than those of the chair 

in front of it, except for the interior edge of the frame where I had to push the contrast between 

the fuzzy edges of the woman in the reflection and the much nearer physical existence of the 

mirror itself. Beyond the opened doorway is the greatest expanse of space in the entire image. 

The shadows of the figure were brightened to reduce value contrast and create an exaggerated 

sense of atmospheric perspective, while the contours of her body were painted so soft that she 

almost appears to be submerged in water. The selective depth of field in this painting focuses 

the viewer’s attention on the cat, which references the title of the painting while relentlessly 

teasing the viewer with its ambiguous presence. 

CONCLUSION)
 As a complete body of work, I believe Passive-Aggressive is successfully cohesive and 

thematically unified. It effectively illustrates an exploration of ideas and techniques in painting, 

and shows what I believe to be a linear progression towards more successful and sophisticated 

works of art.  

I think my paintings have changed dramatically since I began the graduate program, 

becoming more tonal, for example, as I transitioned from a warm palette to a cool palette and 

began painting subjects under natural light. Inspired by the works of Vilhelm Hammershøi, my 

approach to mark-making has also changed. I now strive for a range of transparency and 

opacity in my work, and approach edges with a kind of nervous pixilation that I feel brings more 

life and energy to my paintings while adding an addition layer of conceptual depth in the 

exploitation of paint as a material substance. Furthermore, I feel that my sense of design has 

improved as a result of experimentation, and by looking to masters of the modern era, such as 

Vilhelm Hammershøi and Piet Mondrian, for compositional advice. By putting aside narrative 
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content, I’ve allowed myself to focus more on spatial design and depth of field than symbolism 

or story-telling, and I feel that I have grown as an artist by allowing myself to lose control of the 

message so that the paintings can speak for themselves. 

In retrospect, I believe Passive-Aggressive is first and foremost about desire. I had no 

specific expectation for my work when I began the series, but I think my obsessive curiosity and 

deifying love for women is what anchored me to the female nude as a subject. A feminist might 

take issue with the way I paint women as “objectified,” faceless beings, but I see them more as 

a manifestation of an idea—a representation of what I desire, a woman, who is faceless in most 

cases because I lack a female companion in my own life. I can see in my series a subtle 

expression of loneliness in that a sense of distance exists between the figure and the viewer. I 

think these paintings express my yearning for that which is unattainable, particularly since I’ve 

begun to view the doorways in these paintings as symbolic of the social/psychological barrier 

that exists between me and the women I desire. 

My graduate series should also be seen as a record of my thought process as I 

struggled, through trial and error, to figure out what it was I wanted to say with my paintings. 

Each painting in my series was built upon ideas not fully explored in the previous painting. The 

painting that actually began my series, for example, is not included in the series at all. As 

mentioned before, the idea of using mirrors in my paintings came from an earlier work, “Final 

Thoughts,” in which a large oval mirror serves as a tool by which the viewer is made conscious 

of his or her participatory function in the narrative. This idea led me to paint “Fetish,” which 

combined the use of the mirror with the format of the painting itself to cast the viewer as a 

voyeur secretly spying on an unwitting victim. The idea of voyeurism as a thematic crutch then 

extended to almost every painting that followed. While in Europe I was exposed to the work of 

Vilhelm Hammershøi, whose paintings inspired the visual themes and compositional designs of 

every painting I produced thereafter. The conceptual success of the fourth painting in my series, 
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“Laura,” freed me of the necessity to chain my work to a specific narrative and set me on a path 

concerning issues of space, atmosphere and composition rather than symbolic or literary 

content. My concern with compositional organization in “Black Satin” extended to its successor, 

“Catnip,” which is characterized mostly by an ambitions scale and complicated arrangement of 

rectilinear shapes. By the time I finished the series I was able to see the development of my 

work as it moved from shallow space to deep space and from small, simple images to much 

larger and complex compositions. Towards the end, I had learned to loosen my grip on the 

conceptual trajectory of my work and allow the paintings to take on a life of their own.  

In this moment of reflection, I feel that I have exhausted the intellectual and emotional 

impetus for this particular series, and am ready to begin a new body of work. Looking forward, I 

expect my next series of paintings to focus even less on the figure and more on other ideas not 

fully explored such as design, notions of space and experimentation with the material 

characteristics of paint. I also would like to push for more of an emotional charge in my work, 

perhaps even a series of self-portraits—if not literally, metaphorically. I also see myself working 

on a larger scale. Having worked with so many different sizes and formats in creating Passive-

Aggressive, I’ve discovered that I am most comfortable working large. It would furthermore 

seem disappointing, since I spend so much time planning my compositions, for them not to 

manifest on a commanding scale.  

Overall, I believe that I’ve made enormous progress over the course of these past two 

years, and I look forward to continuing that trend for many years to come. As I move on to the 

next chapter in my life, I hope that my interests in painting remain fresh and spontaneous, and 

that I don’t fall into a pattern of mindless repetition. I have found that painting in a series is a 

great way to explore the many facets of a single idea, but lends itself all too easily to the danger 

of pressing on for the sake of pressing on. I believe that once an artist loses interest in a 

particular idea, he or she should pursue something different. Institutional forces demand that 
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artists work in a series, but I don’t believe that is necessarily the best approach to making art. 

My main objective in the future is to keep myself interested in painting and resist market forces 

as much as possible. If my art happens to move people in the process, it will have been a 

fortunate byproduct of a fundamentally self-indulgent activity. 

“An artist's early work is inevitably made up of a mixture of tendencies and interests, 

some of which are compatible and some of which are in conflict. As the artist picks his 

way along, rejecting and accepting as he goes, certain patterns of enquiry emerge. His 

failures are as valuable as his successes: by misjudging one thing he conforms 

something else, even if at the time he does not know what that something else is.”  

-- Bridget Riley. 
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Figure 1, 18. Laura, 2008. 18” x 24”. Oil on Linen 
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Figure 2. Drawing for Fetish, 2008. 3” x 10”?. Graphite on Paper 
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Figure 3. Comp Sketch for Peach, 2008. 6 ¼” x 7”. Graphite on Paper. 
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Figure 5. Drawing for Peach, 2008. 10 ½” x 15 ½”. Charcoal on Paper. 
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Figure 6, 18. Peach, 2008. 24” x 36”. Oil on Linen 
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Figure 7. Final Thoughts, 2008. 28” x 70”. Oil on Canvas. 
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Figure 9, 10, 11. Fetish, 2008. 11” x 34”. Oil on Linen 
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Figure 12, 14, 15. Sarah’s Room, 2008. 18” x 24”. Oil on Linen. 
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Figure 13. Study: Untitled, 2008. 10” x 15”?. Oil on Canvas. 
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Fig. 19. Black Satin, 2009. 24” x 36”. Oil on Linen. 
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Figure 22, 23, 25, 27. Catnip, 2009. 48” x 60”. Oil on Linen. 
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Figure 8. Diego Velásquez. Las Meninas (Detail), 1656. 318 cm × 276 cm. Oil on Canvas.  
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Figure 16, 24. Vilhelm Hammershøi. Interior. Young Woman seen from Behind, c. 1904. 61cm x 
50.5cm. Oil on Canvas. 
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Figure 20. Jeremy Lipking. Diaphanous Gown. 36” x 18”. Oil on Linen 
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Figure 21. Vilhelm Hammershøi. Interior with Woman at Piano, Standgade 30, 1901. 55.9cm x 
45.1cm. Oil on Canvas. 
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Figure 24. Balthus. Thérèse Dreaming, 1938. 150.5cm x 130.2 cm. Oil on Canvas. 
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Figure 26. Georgia O’Keefe. Black Cross, New Mexico, 1929. 39” x 30”. Oil on Canvas. 
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